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but from my manner he saw I was saying all kinds of pretty things, and he, like 

the fat boy in Pickwick, ‘swelled wisibly.’ 

“‘Ts it far we have to walk?’ I enquired as certain symptoms of gout began 

to manifest themselves in my right knee. 

“¢ Beaucoup allez ?’ added your aunt. 

“¢Veales whiter marching ?’ demanded the daughter. 

“* Ach’ (gargling again) ‘nein, jest a nice leetle vork.’ 

“Shall we have nice rooms?’ was my next remark. Here be it noted, 

that I kept throughout to my own native tongue, for reasons upon which I 

will not enlarge. Your aunt and cousin were throughout this tour on a kind of 

linguistic rampage, and there was no holding them in. 

“ «Bong chambers 4 coachee?’ suggested the one, and the rear was brought 

up by ‘Gooten simmer ?’ from the other. 

“¢T sink so, said Boots, ‘ve are ver fool jest now, but, he added in 

a condescending tone, ‘ve can take you in, ve can take you in.’ 

“«T daresay you can take us in, my fine friend, I thought, ‘but all the 

same I don’t think you wll 

“What time is the table a’hdte?’ was my next remark,—throughout, as 

you see, I was practical. 
“At seex. Ver goot table d’héte, many peoples, viele leute. Vy ve ’ave 

dirty kooks. 

“What !? I said, nay, almost shouted in horror, ‘dirty cooks!! I can stand 

much, but here decidedly I must draw the line. Dirty cooks messing about my 

dinner, no, not for this child ;’ I said to your aunt. 

“¢ Ach, I demand pardon, I go wrong, you mistak me. Not dirty, schmut- 

zigen, pas propres kooks, zirty kooks, holding up his hands (even at this period _ 

slightly reminiscent of boot-polishing), and spreading out his fingers three times 

to show he meant thirty. 

“Oh, thirty cooks. That sounds better, Do they all cook at once, or do 

they come on by instalments, each having his own entrée.’ 

“‘Der Herr ist sehr komisch, ver fooney. Not ze kooks, with great 

deliberation, like an Indian fire-eater drawing yards of ribbon out of his 

mouth, ‘as-kooks-ze dinnaires-but ze-kooks as voyages-vis de-leetle coupons.’ 

Boldly and magnificently, each word coming out with greater power, ‘Les amis 

de monsieur Kook LOR-MAIRE OF LONDON. | 
“Then light dawned upon me. There were thirty Cook’s tourists in 

full possession of the hotel.


